Quantum Selectra-Cast Digital Timer Instructions 6 or 12 Volt

Purchased after June 2005
Note: Read entire instructions before proceeding.
These instructions explain how to feed at the same times everyday.
The following example is to set a morning feed time at 6:30 AM and an afternoon feed time
for 4:00 PM. This example will make the feeder go off at these times all 7 days a week. If you
would like your feeder to go off at different times each day, just simply change the hours and
minutes accordingly for each step.
Your timer may also be set with either more feed times each day or feed times only on
certain days of the week. To do these types of settings, refer to Setting Specific Days for
Feeding in these instructions.

First you must set the
current time of day:
1 Reset the clock by gently
inserting a small object into
the reset hole.

Now you will set the feed
times:
4 Press and release the timer
button one time. The timer
should now say "TIMER 1,
ON". Press the hour (h+) key
until 6 AM is shown.

While holding in the clock
button (far left), press the day
key to the current day of the
week.
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Press the minute (m+) key
until :30 is shown. (Adjust
these times to your
preference.)
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Remain holding in the
clock button while you set the
current hour (h+) and current
minute (m+). Release the
clock button.
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Make sure that there are all
days showing in this timer
position if you want the
feeder to go off at this time all
seven days of the week. If a
day is showing, keep pressing
the day key until there are all
days showing.
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Press and release the timer
button once. The timer should
now say "TIMER 1, OFF".
Press the hour (h+) key until 6
AM is shown.
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Press and release the timer
button once. The timer should
now say "TIMER 2, ON".
Press the hour (h+) key until 4
PM is shown.
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Make sure that there are all
days showing, while in the
timer mode, if you want the
feeder to go off all seven days
a week.

Press the minute (m+) key
until :31 is shown. The OFF
time of the same number feed
time will always be 1 minute
later than the ON time.
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Press the minute (m+) key
one time until :00 is shown.
(Adjust these times to your
preference.) Make sure there
are all days showing.
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8
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Press and release the timer
button once. The timer should
now say "TIMER 2, OFF".
Press the hour (h+) key until 4
PM is shown.

Now test the unit and set the
14 Connect your rechargeable seconds of spin time.
13 Press the minute (m+) key
15 Press the clock button (far
until :01 is shown. Remember battery. Red wire to red
terminal. Black wire to black left) to show the current time
that there should be all days
and day. The day will always
terminal.
showing in all feed times if
show when you are viewing
you want the feeder to feed at
the current time of day. It's
those times all seven days a
okay!
week.

Shield your eyes and press
the long bar below the h+ and
m+ keys, this is the test key.
(You may have to press the
test button twice for the unit
to spin if the timer was
already in the on position.)
Count the number of seconds
of spin time.
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If you desire a longer or
18 Test again by pressing the
shorter spin time, turn the
long bar until you get the spin
knob in the lower left corner
time correct.
of the timer unit to the left for
less time, or to the right for
more time.
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Setting Specific Days For
Feeding

Before you leave the
feeder always remember to
read the red sticker below the
timer which reminds you to
have the current time of day
showing and to press the long
bar to read "OFF".
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Put on the cover lid and
secure with a bolt, wire or
padlock.
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If you would like to have any
of the feed times feed only on
certain days of the week,
simply push the day key until
the proper day or days are
shown for both the "on" and
"off" time.

Service Instructions:
If servicing is needed:
1. Detach the controller timer box which includes the motor, time clock and battery.

2. To prevent a loss of feed, merely stuff a rag in the bottom of the feeder.

3. UPS or bring the COMPLETE timer including the box, motor, battery, spinner etc. to:
Monarch Hunting Products, 611 W. Pioneer Parkway, Arlington, Texas 76013.
Do not send individual parts only. Bring the complete lower unit to evaluate.

